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Evidence for reionisation

Fan et al., 2006 
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Saturated Lyα absorption

394 P. Noterdaeme et al.: Excitation mechanisms in newly discovered H2-bearing DLAs: systems with low molecular fractions

however Levshakov et al. 2002). Up to now, only two low- f
systems have been reported, in the DLA at zabs = 3.025 to-
ward Q 0347−383 (log f = −5.9; Levshakov et al. 2002; Ledoux
et al. 2003) and in the DLA at zabs = 2.431 toward Q 2343+125
(log f = −6.4; Petitjean et al. 2006).

Molecular hydrogen is primarily formed on the surface
of dust grains in the interstellar medium (e.g. Hollenbach &
Salpeter 1971), but can also result from the formation of negative
hydrogen (H−) if the gas is warm and dust-free (e.g. Black et al.
1987). H2 is also formed in the gas phase by radiative associa-
tion of H+ with H to form H+2 , followed by charge transfer with
H. However, the reaction is slow in the conditions prevailing in
the DLA gas. Spitzer & Jenkins (1975) first showed that the ob-
served relative populations of the H2 rotational levels cannot be
described by a single excitation temperature. Whilst the low-J
levels can be thermalised, the high-J levels are populated by di-
rect formation on these levels and UV pumping (e.g. Jura 1975)
or by collisions if part of the gas is heated to temperatures above
a few hundred K by, for example, turbulent dissipation and/or
shocks (e.g. Joulain et al. 1998; Cecchi-Pestellini et al. 2005). In
DLAs, H2 excitation is generally explained by predominant UV
pumping (Hirashita & Ferrara 2005).

Here we present the analysis of H2 absorptions in three
DLAs, at zabs = 2.431, 1.989, and 2.402 toward, respectively,
Q 2343+125, HE 2318−1107, and HE 0027−1836. The three
systems have low molecular fractions according to the above cri-
terion, log f ≤ −4. The zabs = 2.431 system toward Q 2343+125
has the lowest molecular fraction measured till now in a DLA.
We recently reported this detection as part of a high-metallicity
([X/H] > −1.3) UVES DLA sample (Petitjean et al. 2006). A de-
tailed analysis of the system is given here. The latter two systems
are new detections discovered during the Hamburg-ESO DLA
survey (Smette et al. 2005, Smette et al. 2007, in prep.) and are
reported for the first time. H2 is detected in rotational levels up
to J = 5 in the DLA toward HE 0027−1836. This is the system
with the lowest metallicity amongst known H2-bearing DLAs.
We present the observations in Sect. 2 and properties of the three
systems toward respectively Q 2343+125, HE 2318−1107 and
HE 0027−1836 in Sects. 3 to 5. We discuss the H2 excitation
toward HE 0027−1836 in Sect. 6 and comment on metallicity
and depletion in Sect. 7. We conclude in Sect. 8.

2. Observations

The quasars Q 2343+125, HE 2318−1107, and HE 0027−1836
were observed in visitor mode with the Ultraviolet and Visible
Echelle Spectrograph (UVES, Dekker et al. 2000) mounted
on the ESO Kueyen VLT-UT2 8.2 m telescope on Cerro
Paranal in Chile. Q 2343+125 was observed on October 29,
2003 under program ID. 072.A-0346. HE 2318−1107 and
HE 0027−1836 were observed on September 16, 17, and 18,
2004, under program ID. 073.A-0071. HE 0027−1836 was re-
observed on October 8 and 9, 2004, under program ID. 074.A-
0201. Observations were supplemented with UVES data from
the ESO archive, progs. 67.A-0022 and 69.A-0204 (P.I:
D’Odorico) for Q 2343+125 and prog. 072.A-0442 (P.I: Lopez)
for HE 2318−1107 and HE 0027−1836. The data were reduced
using the UVES pipeline (Ballester et al. 2000) which is avail-
able as a context of the ESO MIDAS data reduction system.
The main characteristics of the pipeline are to perform a precise
inter-order background subtraction, especially for master flat-
fields, and to allow for an optimal extraction of the object sig-
nal rejecting cosmic rays and performing sky subtraction at the
same time. The pipeline products were checked step by step. The

Fig. 1. Fit to the damped Lyman-α line at zabs = 2.431 to-
ward Q 2343+125. The derived neutral hydrogen column density is
log N(H I) = 20.40 ± 0.07. The dashed curves correspond to the best-
fitted Voigt profile (black) and the associated errors (red).

wavelength scale of the reduced spectrum was then converted to
vacuum-heliocentric values and the portions of the spectrum cor-
responding to different settings were each rebinned to a constant
wavelength step. No further rebinning was performed during the
analysis of the whole spectrum. Individual 1-D exposures were
scaled, weighted and combined together. Standard Voigt-profile
fitting methods were used for the analysis to determine column
densities using the vacuum wavelengths and oscillator strengths
from Morton (2003) for metal ions, except for the oscillator
strengths of Fe II λλλλ1063,1064,1112,1121 (Howk et al. 2000)
and Ni II λλ1317,1370 (Jenkins & Tripp 2006), and the wave-
lengths of S II λλ1250,1253 (Morton 1991). We used the oscil-
lator strengths from the Meudon group2 based on calculations
described in Abgrall et al. (1994) for H2. We adopted the Solar
abundances given by Morton (2003) based on the meteoritic data
from Grevesse & Sauval (2002). For each system, the origin
(v = 0 km s−1) of the velocity scale is set to the redshift of the
H2 component.

3. The system at zabs = 2.431 toward Q 2343+125

This DLA has first been studied by Sargent et al. (1988),
then by Lu et al. (1996), D’Odorico et al. (2002) and
Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. (2004) with high spectral resolution
(∼6.5 km s−1). We recently reported the detection of molecu-
lar hydrogen in this system (Petitjean et al. 2006). From Voigt-
profile fitting to the H I Ly-α, β and γ lines, we find that the
damped Lyman-α component is centered at zabs = 2.431 and
the column density is log N(H I) = 20.40 ± 0.07, consistent with
previous measurement by D’Odorico et al. (2002): log N(H I) =
20.35±0.05. The fit to the damped Ly-α line is shown in Fig. 1.

3.1. Molecular hydrogen and neutral carbon content

The optically thin H2 absorption lines at zabs = 2.43128 are very
weak, i.e. close to but above the 3σ detection limit (see Fig. 2). A
very careful normalization of the spectrum has been performed,
adjusting the continuum locally while fitting the line profiles. We
detect the first two rotational levels in this system (see Fig. 3).
The total H2 column density, integrated over the J = 0 and J = 1
rotational levels, is measured to be log N(H2) = 13.69 ± 0.09
(12.97 ± 0.04 and 13.60 ± 0.10 for J = 0 and J = 1 re-
spectively). This leads to an extremely small molecular fraction
log f = log 2N(H2)/(2N(H2)+N(H I)) = −6.41 ± 0.16. We also

2 http://amrel.obspm.fr/molat

Noterdaeme et al. 2007 

• Absorption profiles are Lorentzian not Gaussian 
• High column densities allow significant absorption in the “wings” 
• Absorption wings are sensitive to neutral fractions of ~1 
• Adds a “smooth” component to Lyα absorption 
• Produced by DLAs or the neutral IGM itself
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QSO proximity zone

• Rs dependent on intrinsic QSO 
luminosity and lifetime 

• Typically 5-6 proper Mpc 
• Proximity zone alone does not 

probe IGM neutral fraction 
• Search for the “smooth” imprint 

of the IGM neutral fraction within 
the QSO proximity zone
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Impact of the IGM damping wing

Willott 2011 

• Produces a smooth component on top of the fluctuating Lyα forest 
• Significantly affects the size/shape of the observed Lyα line profile 
• Requires a method to extract the intrinsic QSO luminosity and profile 

shape
IGM attenuation of Lyα at z > 6 569

Figure 2. Distributions of the damping wing transmission from an inhomogeneous reionization, as functions of the rest-frame velocity offset from the Lyα

line centre (shown as a vertical dashed line). Panels correspond to QH II = 0.20, 0.50, 0.77, (left to right). Red lines correspond to the median profile, while
boxes/whiskers enclose the first two quartiles of the distribution. The scatter represents the sightline-to-sightline scatter, but it should be noted that damping
wings of individual sightlines are smooth functions of wavelength. Absorption profiles from a sample sightline are overplotted with green curves.

motivated reionization models change prior interpretation of the
Lyα opacity during the EoR.

In agreement with analytic estimates (Furlanetto & Oh 2005),
at QH II ! 0.9 reionization progresses in a recombination-limited
fashion, with recombinations balancing ionizations in large H II

regions. However, recombinations slow the growth of H II regions
well before this cosmic Strömgren limit, resulting in a more uniform
reionization morphology with a dramatic suppression of large H II

regions. Typical H II regions sizes are smaller by factors of ∼2–
3 throughout reionization (fig. 7 in Sobacchi & Mesinger 2014).
This ‘feedback-limited’morphology is important because smaller
H II regions increase the imprint of neutral cosmic gas on the Lyα

emission line. Hence the change in QH II required to explain a given
drop in the Lyα fraction would be reduced, when compared to prior
studies.

We show the impact of these feedback-limited reionization mor-
phologies on the Lyα transmission in Fig. 3. These cumulative
distribution functions are constructed from our 5000 sightlines, and
evaluated at a single wavelength, "v = 200 km s−1 redwards of the
systemic galaxy redshift. Solid curves correspond to our fiducial
reionization morphologies, while the dot–dashed curves correspond
to previous estimates which ignore the role of inhomogeneous re-
combinations and UV feedback in suppressing large H II regions.
From the figure, we see that our opacity distribution at QH II = 0.7
is similar to the one at an earlier stage in reionization, Q ≈ 0.5–
0.6, using morphologies not taking into account recombinations
and UVB feedback. Hence, we already expect that the Lyα fraction
constraints on QH II(z = 7) will relax by "QH II ∼ 0.1 − 0.2, when
taking into account new, feedback-limited morphologies.

2.2 Inside the ionized patches of the IGM

Even before reionization completes, each galaxy is embedded in-
side a cosmic H II patch. In the advanced stages of reionization,
these H II patches (or bubbles) are sourced by the large-scale dis-
tribution of star formation histories of thousands of galaxies (e.g.
Furlanetto, Zaldarriaga & Hernquist 2004). The residual volume-
weighted neutral fraction inside the ionized IGM is fairly modest
(e.g. ⟨xH I⟩H II ∼ 10−3–10−4 at z ∼ 6; e.g. Fan et al. 2006) How-
ever, self-shielded systems [damped Lyα systems (DLAs) and sub-
DLAs] inside the ionized IGM could retain enough neutral hydro-
gen to imprint strong damping wing absorption. If the local ion-
izing radiation is weak, sightlines through the ionized IGM could
have a relatively high incidence of self-shielded systems. Bolton &

Figure 3. Fraction of sightlines having reionization transmission less than
exp [ − τ reion], evaluated at "v = 200 km s−1 redwards of the galaxy’s
systemic redshift. The median and 68 per cent contours are shown with thin
horizontal lines. Curves correspond to QH II = 0.5, 0.7 (left to right). The
importance of self-consistently including IGM recombinations (and UVB
feedback) is shown by comparing the solid to the dot–dashed curves. The
former corresponds to our fiducial reionization morphology (taken from
Sobacchi & Mesinger 2014), while the later corresponds to the common
approach of a redshift-independent minimum mass for star-forming galaxies
(here taken to be Mhalo = 5 × 108 M⊙), and more importantly, ignoring the
impact of inhomogeneous recombinations in the IGM.

Haehnelt (2013) recently suggested this can have a large impact on
the z ≈ 7 Lyα fraction.

We model the ionized IGM surrounding Lyα emitting galaxies
with the cosmological hydrodynamic code ENZO2 v2.2 (The Enzo
Collaboration 2014). Our simulation boxes are 22 Mpc on a side.
The root grid is 2563, and we have four additional levels of hydro-
refinement resulting in a final baryon resolution of 0.66 proper kpc

2 http://enzo-project.org/
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ULAS J1120+0641

RESEARCH | LETTER

Figure 1. | Spectrum of ULAS J1120+0641 compared to a composite spectrum derived from lower-redshift quasars.

Blueward of 1.005 µm the spectrum was obtained with the FORS2 on the Very Large Telescope (VLT) Antu using a 1.000 wide longslit
and the 600z holographic grism, which has a resolution of 1390; the resultant dispersion was 1.6⇥10�4 µm per pixel and the spatial scale
was 0.0025 per pixel. The full FORS2 spectrum covers the wavelength range 0.75 µm  �  1.03 µm. Redward of 1.005 µm the data were
obtained using the GNIRS on the Gemini North Telecope. The GNIRS observations were made in cross-dispersed mode using a 32 lines
per mm grating and the short camera with a pixel scale of 0.0015 per pixel; with a 1.000 slit this provided a resolution of 500. The full
GNIRS spectrum covers the wavelength range 0.90 µm  �  2.48 µm. The data are binned by a factor of four and are shown in black;
the 1 � error spectrum is shown below the observed spectrum. The wavelengths of common emission lines, redshifted by z = 7.085, are
also indicated. The solid red curve shows a composite spectrum constructed by averaging the spectra of 169 SDSS quasars in the redshift
interval 2.3<⇠ z <⇠ 2.6 that exhibit large C iv emission line blueshifts. Absorption lines in the SDSS spectra were masked in forming the
composite. The composite is a strikingly good fit to the spectral shape of ULAS J1120+0641 and most of its emission lines, although it
was not possible to match the extreme C iv blueshift. The Ly↵ and C iv equivalent widths of the SDSS quasars are strongly correlated;
the fact that the equivalent width of C iv from the composite spectrum is similar to that of ULAS J1120+0641 implies that the Ly↵
line is also correctly modelled. The dashed red curve shows the power-law (F� / ��0.5) used to estimate the quasar’s ionizing flux and
the follow-up photometry of ULAS J1120+0641 is also listed.

of F⌫ = �0.08 ± 0.13 mJy in the Faint Images of the Ra-
dio Sky at Twenty-Centimeters (FIRST) survey17. Assum-
ing an unabsorbed continuum blueward of Ly↵ of the form
L� / ��0.5 (as appropriate for a radio-quiet quasar18) im-
plies ULAS J1120+0641 was emitting ionizing photons at a
rate of �ion = 1.3⇥ 1057 s�1.

Quasars are believed to be powered by accretion onto
their central black holes. The black hole’s mass can be
estimated from the quasar’s luminosity and its Mg ii line
width19. ULAS J1120+0641 has L� = (1.3 ± 0.1) ⇥
1040 W µm�1 at a rest-frame wavelength of � = 0.3 µm
and the Mg ii line has a full width at half-maximum of
3800 ± 200 km s�1, implying MBH = (2.0+1.5

�0.7) ⇥ 109MSun

(where the uncertainty is dominated by the empirical scat-
ter in the scaling relationship). The Eddington luminosity
for ULAS J1120+0641 is hence LEdd = (5.3+3.9

�1.8)⇥1013LSun,
which is comparable to the above bolometric luminosity
and implies an Eddington ratio of �Edd = 1.2+0.6

�0.5. As-
suming Eddington-limited accretion with an e�ciency of
✏ ' 0.1, a black hole’s mass would grow as20 MBH /
exp(t/(0.04 Gyr)); this implies that all other known high-
redshift quasars (for example, SDSS J1148+5251 at z =
6.42, with an estimated21 black hole mass of MBH ' 3 ⇥
109MSun) would have had MBH <⇠ 5 ⇥ 108MSun at 0.77 Gyr

after the Big Bang. The existence of ⇠109MSun black holes
at z ' 6 already placed strong limits on the possible mod-

els of black hole seed formation, accretion mechanisms and
merger histories20,22; the discovery that a 2⇥109MSun black
hole existed just 0.77 Gyr after the Big Bang makes these
restrictions even more severe.

Aside from its existence, the most striking aspect of
ULAS J1120+0641 is the almost complete lack of observed
flux blueward of its Ly↵ emission line, which can be at-
tributed to absorption by H i along the line of sight. The
transmission, T , was quantified by dividing the observed
spectrum of ULAS J1120+0641 by the power-law shown in
Fig. 1. Converting from observed wavelength to Ly↵ ab-
sorption redshift yields the transmission spectrum shown in
Fig. 2. The e↵ective optical depth, defined in the absence
of noise as ⌧e↵ ⌘ � ln(T ), was measured in redshift bins of
width �zabs,Ly↵ = 0.15 in the range 5.9<⇠ zabs,Ly↵<⇠ 7.1. In
all eight bins the 2� lower limit is ⌧e↵ > 5. The overall im-
plication is that the neutral hydrogren density at redshifts
of z >⇠ 6.5 was so high that it cannot be probed e↵ectively
using continuum Ly↵ absorption measurements.

The inability of Ly↵ forest absorption measurements
to probe high optical depths is generic, but quasars di↵er
from other high-redshift sources in that they have a strong
e↵ect on the intergalactic medium in their vicinity, ionizing
megaparsec-scale near zones around them. Ultraviolet pho-
tons can propagate freely through these ionized regions, re-
sulting in significant transmission just blueward of the Ly↵

2 | NATURE | VOL 000 | 30 JUNE 2011

Mortlock et al. 2011

wavelength for these lines.  The heavy element lines are therefore most likely internal to the quasar host 
itself and not physically coincident with the neutral gas.

Quantitative chemical abundance estimates are usually impossible for z > 5.5 quasar absorbers 
because the benchmark neutral hydrogen line is severely blended and saturated in the forest of 
neighboring Ly! systems.  However the damping wing near the emission redshift of ULAS J1120 offers a 
unique opportunity to measure its H I column density.  In conjunction with upper limits on the heavy 
element column density, this yields a straightforward upper limit on the chemical abundance of metals.

The H I column density estimate is sensitive to the detailed shape of the damping profile, which is 
fitted to the ratio of emitted to observed flux (the ratio of the red to black lines in Figure 1).  This ratio 
depends critically on how the intrinsic (i.e. unabsorbed) shape of the quasar’s Ly! emission line is 
modeled, including both its absolute flux density and its redshift, which fixes the location of the emission 
peak.  The details of this procedure are described in the Supplementary Online Material, but to 
summarize, we experimented with several different prescriptions, including four different quasar 
composite spectra generated from low redshift surveys14–17, and additionally a principal-component 
analysis fit18 extrapolated over the Lyman alpha region.  For each of these continua, we calculated the H I 
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Figure 1: FIRE spectrum of ULAS J1120+0641, alongside our estimate of the intrinsic source 
spectrum and a composite model including foreground absorption. The unabsorbed continuum us 
shown in red, and the blue curve includes the absorption.  The continuum is constructed from a 
composite of quasars in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey14,16.  C IV absorption intrinsic to the quasar 
host galaxy is seen to the red of the labeled CIV emission peak.  However, the C IV emission line 
is anomalously blueshifted6 in ULAS J1120, so we compute the redshift  distance between the 
absorber and quasar host  using its MgII6 or [C II] (ref 25) redshift.  Bottom Left: The Lyman alpha 
region of the spectrum with unabsorbed continuum model (red) and absorbed continuum (blue).  
The vertical arrow marks the location of Ly! absorption at z = 7.04.  Bottom right: Detail of the 
damping wing with HI absorption fit.  The quasar’s emission redshift25 (7.0842) is indicated with 
the vertical dashed line.  Two additional optically thin Ly! absorbers (labeled 1 and 2) are apparent 
in the quasar’s near zone at z = 7.0721±0.0001 and z = 7.0855±0.0001 ("v = -424, +161 km / s 
from the host, see Supplementary Information).  These data have not been continuum normalized, 
so a slight downward slope is visible toward redder wavelengths.

Simcoe et al. 2012

• Highest redshift QSO to date (z = 7.0842; Mortlock et al., 2011, Venemans et al. 2012) 
• Luminous (bright), with smaller than expected proximity zone (~2 pMpc) 
• Could be due to short QSO lifetime, nearby DLA or incomplete reionisation (Mortlock 

et al., Bolton et al., 2011, Keating et al., 2015) 
• Short proximity zone complicates the detection of a full damping wing imprint 
• The damping wing could extend sufficiently redward of Lyα hindering existing 

approaches to estimate the intrinsic QSO profile
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Impact of the IGM damping wing

Willott 2011 
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Further complications for ULAS J1120+0641

• Shows extremely large blueshifts for high ionisation lines (e.g. CIV and CIII]) 
• An observed correlation exists between the Lyα and CIV peak blueshift 
• Various treatments of the blueshift can alter the analysis of ULAS J1120+0641 

(e.g. Mortlock et al., Bolton et al., 2011, Bosman & Becker, 2015)
Mesinger, AIDA ERC Starting Grant 2013 Part B, Section 2

Fig. 3.— Left panel: observed rest-frame spectra of ULAS J1120+0641 (blue dotted curve), composite SDSS emission

template from Mortlock et al. (2011) (black dashed curve), and “blueshift-corrected” emission obtained by assuming that

the Ly↵ blueshift matches the CIV blueshift. Middle panel: inferred transmission (e�⌧ ) computed using the corresponding

emission templates from the left panel. Right panel: IGM transmission profiles through a 300 Mpc DexM simulation. The

solid green and dashed blue lines correspond to the same line of sight, but di↵erent values of x̄HI. The dashed blue and dotted

magenta curves correspond to the same x̄HI, but two di↵erent lines of sight. The other model parameters (the mean UVB,

QSO luminosity, minimum size of surrounding HII region) are the same. This panel illustrates the importance of properly

taking into account sightline-to-sightline variance, in addition to global quantities like x̄HI.

absorption and the intrinsic QSO spectrum.

We show a simple example of the necessity of taking both into account in Fig. 3. ULAS J1120+0641
has highly blueshifted narrow and broad CIV components, and CIV blueshift is likely highly cor-
related with the Ly↵ blueshift (e.g. Kramer & Haiman 2009). Assuming the two blueshifts are
the same results in a ⇠10% higher transmission redward of the Ly↵ line than computed previously
(middle panel), potentially o↵setting the evidence of a damping wing imprint (Bolton et al. 2011).

We will characterize the uncertainties in the intrinsic emission using a covariance matrix constructed
from a large database of high-resolution QSO spectra (publicly available from SDSS). Our spectral
parameters include the UV continuum spectral index, in addition to the peak fluxes, widths, and
shifts of the Ly↵, NV, and CIV lines. We will also include an additional set of parameters char-
acterizing the IGM damping wing during inhomogeneous reionization (right panel). The later will
be estimated by running DexM’s ionization algorithm on top of a state-of-the-art cosmological sim-
ulation (L = 100h

�1Mpc with 20003 hydro+DM+RT grids currently running on the Pittsburgh
Supercomputing Center; w/ H. Trac). The resulting study will o↵er several improvements over
the seminal work in Bolton et al. (2011): (i) our simulation volume is a factor of 103 larger, and
is fixed-grid (better for resolving the IGM underdensities dominating Ly↵ transmission); (ii) we
will model an inhomogeneous UVB and reionization morphology, including the bias from sources
clustered around the QSO (as opposed to the uniform UVB assumed in Bolton et al. 2011); (iii) as
in Schroeder et al. (2012) we will extract ⇠ 104 sightlines (a factor of 100 improvement over Bolton
et al. 2011); (iv) we will make use of the full IGM absorption profile as a function of wavelength
(instead of the two summary statistics used in Bolton et al. 2011); (v) we will statistically take into
account unresolved LLSs and DLAs along the sightline, by identifying their locations using DexM’s
new absorber finder (WP ET in §b.1) and then assigning to each a column density sampled from
the observed distribution (e.g. Prochaska et al. 2010); (vi) we will perform Bayesian inference
simultaneously on the IGM absorption profile and the intrinsic quasar emission.

With such a set-up, we will be able to properly characterize degeneracies and determine credible
intervals for x̄HI (as well as quasar parameters such as ionizing luminosity and lifetime).

• Extending analysis to a larger QSO sample: This analysis method developed for ULAS
J1120+0641 will then be applied to other high-redshift QSO spectra. In Schroeder et al. (2012)
we were already able to place tight constraints at z ⇡ 6: x̄HI

⇠

> 0.1 (95% C.L.), using the spectra
of just three SDSS QSOs. The new analysis proposed above will o↵er significant improvements in
modeling accuracy by: (i) concurrently exploring uncertainties in the intrinsic emission; (ii) using
a self-consistent prescription for unresolved LLSs and DLAs; (iii) using MCMC sampling to allow
us to explore this larger parameter space; (iv) combining a hydrodynamical simulation with DexM.
For each quasar, our new method will yield a posterior probability distribution in our parameter

7
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Method: The idea
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Method: The idea

• Can the intrinsic Lyα profile be reconstructed from (strong) correlations between 
Lyα and other strong emission lines? 

• Construct a moderate z, high S/N sample of QSOs, building a database of strong 
QSO emission lines  

• Construct a covariance matrix characterising all correlations 
• Reconstruct the intrinsic Lyα emission profile from a redward fit (λ > 1275 Å) to 

the QSO spectrum and the covariance matrix
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Data sample

• QSOs from publicly available SDSS DR12 (BOSS) 
• QSO selection: 

- S/N > 15 
- 2 < z < 2.5 
- Remove BALs 

• Total sample ~ 3926 QSOs 
• Perform a by-eye quality assessment on QSOs 

- Obtain a high-quality subsample of 1673 QSOs 
- Remove contaminants (non QSOs), unflagged 

BALs, strong absorption, bad continuum, 
missing chunks of spectrum etc.
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QSO fitting

!

• Fit a single continuum component (amplitude and spectral index) 
• Fit a series of known emission lines assuming each is a Gaussian 
• Each Gaussian defined by three parameters (peak amplitude, width and 

velocity offset) 
• Model strong lines as the sum of two Gaussians profiles (broad and narrow) 
• Improve QSO template by fitting a variable number of `absorption features’ 
• Perform a MCMC maximum likelihood fit (CosmoHammer; Akeret et al. 2012)
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The Correlation Matrix
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Reconstructing the intrinsic Lyα emission profile!

• Construct a N-dimensional likelihood function (normal distribution)

!

• Reconstruct Lyα by creating an 18 dimensional model 
- 6 Lyα parameters (double component) 
- 3 strong emission lines (CIV double component, Si IV+O IV and CIII 

single component: 4x3 = 12 parameters)  
!
• Obtain a 6x6 covariance matrix for Lyα (marginalising over all other 

remaining parameters)

L =

1

(2⇡)N/2|⌃|
exp

✓
�1

2

(x� µ)

T⌃�1
(x� µ)

◆
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Performance of Reconstruction Method
!

• Compare the reconstructed QSO flux against the observed QSO flux 
• Find the reconstructed flux to be within 15% of the original flux in 85% (90%) 

of the QSOs in our sample at 1205Å (1220Å) 
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Returning to ULAS J1120+0641

Mortlock et al. 2011
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Fitting method applied to ULAS J1120

Greig et al. (arXiv:1606.00441)
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Reconstructed Lyα profile of ULAS J1120

Greig et al. (arXiv:1606.00441)
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Reconstructed Lyα profile of ULAS J1120

Evidence for an IGM 
damping wing 

imprint?

Greig et al. (arXiv:1606.00441)
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IGM neutral fraction constraints at z = 7?

�2• Perform     minimisation to recover the 
damping wing imprint 

• Extract 100,000 sightlines from an EoR 
simulation (EOS, Mesinger et al., 2016) 

• Consider two reionisation simulations:                           
(i) by bright galaxies (large HII)                  
(ii) by faint galaxies (small HII) 
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• Includes state of the art sub-grid modelling of inhomogeneous recombinations and 
photoheating feedback 

• Simulation size allows sightlines to probe ~1012          haloes (i.e. biased regions) 
• These two models bracket the range of physically-motivated EoR morphologies 

M�

Mesinger et al. (2016)
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• Perform     minimisation to recover the 
damping wing imprint 

• Extract 100,000 sightlines from an EoR 
simulation (EOS, Mesinger et al., 2016) 

• Consider two reionisation simulations:                           
(i) by bright galaxies (large HII)                  
(ii) by faint galaxies (small HII) 

• Jointly sample (i) reconstructed Lyα 
profiles (ii) synthetic sightlines and 
compare the product to the observed 
spectrum

IGM neutral fraction constraints at z = 7?

�2
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IGM neutral fraction constraints at z = 7?

• Perform     minimisation to recover the 
damping wing imprint 

• Extract 100,000 sightlines from an EoR 
simulation (EOS, Mesinger et al., 2016) 

• Consider two reionisation simulations:                           
(i) by bright galaxies (large HII)                  
(ii) by faint galaxies (small HII) 

• Jointly sample (i) reconstructed Lyα 
profiles (ii) synthetic sightlines and 
compare the product to the observed 
spectrum
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IGM neutral fraction constraints at z = 7?

2σ lower 
limit

1σ lower 
limits

Greig et al. (arXiv:1606.00441)
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(ii) by faint galaxies (small HII) 

• Jointly sample (i) reconstructed Lyα 
profiles (ii) synthetic sightlines and 
compare the product to the observed 
spectrum
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IGM neutral fraction constraints at z = 7?
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Recover:

x̄H I = 0.40+0.21
�0.19 (1�) and x̄H I = 0.40+0.41

�0.32 (2�)

• Perform     minimisation to recover the 
damping wing imprint 

• Extract 100,000 sightlines from an EoR 
simulation (EOS, Mesinger et al., 2016) 

• Consider two reionisation simulations:                           
(i) by bright galaxies (large HII)                  
(ii) by faint galaxies (small HII) 

• Jointly sample (i) reconstructed Lyα 
profiles (ii) synthetic sightlines and 
compare the product to the observed 
spectrum
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12 Greig & Mesinger
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Figure 10. Constraints on the EoR history, including all of the above-mentioned observational priors: (i) the dark fraction (McGreer et al. 2015), (ii) CMB
optical depth (Planck Collaboration XLVII 2016); (iii) Ly↵ fraction evolution (Mesinger et al. 2015); (iv) LAE clustering (Ouchi et al. 2010; Sobacchi &
Mesinger 2015); (v) damping wing in ULAS J1120+0641 (Greig et al., in prep); (vi) patchy kSZ (George et al. 2015). In order to aid the visual representation
of the respective constraints we present the 2� contours for the CMB optical depth and the patchy kSZ signal as the boundaries of the 1� limits are masked
by the constraints from the combined EoR history (c.f. Figs. 4 and 9). For all other observations we present the 1� limits and constraints.

throughout reionisation rules out large values of ⇣ (i.e. fesc), as
reionisation would otherwise occur too early to be consistent with
the Planck observations.

In Fig. 12, we illustrate how such an empirically-motivated
prior on Tmin

vir can impact our constraints on ⇣ (or fesc). The red
curve corresponds to the 1D marginalised PDF from our Gold Sam-
ple (as in Fig. 5), showing that ⇣ is essentially unconstrained due
to its degeneracy with Tmin

vir . On the other hand, the blue curve in-
cludes the more stringent, step-function prior of Tmin

vir  105 K.
The constraints on the ionising efficiencies are improved consider-
ably with the addition of the Tmin

vir  105 K prior: fesc = 0.14+0.26
�0.09

(or ⇣ = 28+52
�18).

A word of caution about this approach is in order. As dis-
cussed above, our three-parameter model serves to provide a set
of functions, x̄HI(z), to describe the reionisation history. As long
as the space of x̄HI(z) functions is “reasonably” exhaustive, it can
be directly compared with EoR observations with the resulting con-
straints being fairly robust (i.e. not strongly dependent on the phys-
ical interpretation of the EoR parameters themselves). In contrast,

of Tmin
vir , for a given M

min
UV , obtained with abundance matching under the

fiducial assumption of a constant duty cycle; or (ii) an ionising photon es-
cape fraction which increases towards fainter galaxies (e.g. Paardekooper
et al. 2015), compensating for their less-efficient star formation. In any case,
the calculation shown here is only approximate, and should be taken as a
proof-of-concept for future studies when better observations of the faint end
of the LF at higher redshifts, as well as insights into the scaling of fesc with
halo mass, are available.

Figure 11. Parameter constraints corresponding to Fig. 10. As in Fig. 4, the
dashed blue curve in the bottom right panel shows the marginalised 1D PDF
for Tmin

vir , but narrowing the adopted range for a flat prior on the ionising
efficiency to 0 < ⇣ < 100 (arguably a more plausible range).

constraints on the EoR parameters themselves are much more un-
certain, relying on both: (i) the accuracy of the EoR parametri-
sation; and (ii) the numerous assumptions necessary to connect
the faint galaxy population driving reionisation to the rare bright
objects we actually observe. The results presented in this section
should therefore be interpreted as a proof-of-concept.

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

BG & Mesinger (arXiv:1605.05374)

The Global History of Reionisation
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Conclusion

• Showed a reconstruction method for the intrinsic Lyα emission line profile for high-z QSOs 
• Important for studies of the QSO proximity effect, DLAs, IGM damping wing, reionisation… 
• Applied this approach to the z=7.1 QSO ULAS J1120+0641 
• Found evidence of an IGM damping wing 
• First Bayesian framework jointly sampling uncertainties in (i) the intrinsic QSO emission 

and (ii) Lyα damping wing absorption in the EoR 
• Recovered constraints:  

  
• More z > 7 QSO would be nice!

x̄H I = 0.40+0.21
�0.19 (1�) and x̄H I = 0.40+0.41

�0.32 (2�)


